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TRAVEL OF LEE HARVEY OSWALD, SEPTEMBER 18, 1963 

After discussing this matter with Inspector DON MOORE of Division 5, J Placed a call to Washington, D. C., 2:29 PM, and spoke to HOMER HAUER, 

We are trying to Pinpoint whether or not BEE Y HARVEY OSWALD was in Mexico City on 9/18/63, 

I had him here in New Orlans on 9/17/63. We have checked the airlines going out of here under his known name and aliases and manifest, We have not come up with him. I talked to MOORE. We determined on insurance policies that the Telle-Trip Company issued insurance policy down here. They were forwarded to the Telle-Trip Company, 1625 I Street NW, Washington, D. C. We want you to check on the 17th and 18th regardless of initials, under the name HIDELL, last name, regardless of initials, and under the name LEE. The initials I have on that are O, H. and that is all I have got. He wants it down this afternoon, We have not been able to determine as of this time his whereabouts by pin- pointing as of September 18. I don't know how they set those things up. We do know, for your information, that he was in Mexico City on 9/28/63 and 10/1/63, but f£ gathered, and they tell me this ig correct, although I just found it Out about 20 minutes ago, that he did his traveling at that time by automobile. If you do turn up anything which can pinpoint the 18th or any other date, we are interested because reportedly from somebody down below, he was there On the 18th. They want to prove it one way or the other. What we have is that he was in the Mexican Consulate on the 17th and picked up a tourist guide. We are having to run him, for your information, from April 26 through September 28, They are interested in this one date TOORY g- HoZh ITS/cjo 
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Travel of LEE HARVEY OSWALD on 9/18/63 as a sub- caption and it is sent Attention Division 5, Inspector DON MOORE. Some of these are going to six and some are going to five. If you get anything I would suggest you call him immediately. If you do get something definite. I have 99 men working on this one date. 


